
SEWN WORRY MONSTER USING MATERIAL (NOT 
KNITTED) – pattern donated by Janet Grainger 

 
 

Materials (use approx half inch seams) 
 

6" zip 
2 x pieces of fabric (one approx 13x10" and one approx 14x10") for the body 
 A contrast piece approx 7”x7" for the pocket - I use fleecy fabric but almost 
anything will work. 
Some stuffing (CE or BS safety certified on the packaging).  
 
Method 
 
1. Take the larger rectangle and cut into two unequal pieces, so that you have 
one piece 6”x10” and one piece 8”x10”. Sew them back together, leaving 6" 
opening for the zip. Insert the zip. This is the front. 
 
2. Take your contrast piece and place behind the zip, right side of pocket to 
wrong side of front. No need to neaten edges because they will be enclosed. 
Pin in place and stitch from the front, on the right side across the top of the zip 
and around the pocket, approx ¼” in from the edge of your contrast piece.  
(Don’t stitch across the other side of the zip.) You should now be able to open 
the zip and put your fingers inside the pocket through the mouth. (See photo 
of knitted one – same idea.) 
 
REVERSE OF THE FRONT OF MONSTER SHOWING CONTRAST FABRIC, 
HIDING ZIP BEHIND 
 

 



3. Attach eyes, nose, hair, arms or whatever you like. Please ensure that all 
attachments are sewn on very firmly for child safety. Use Knit-for-Nowt 
knitting pattern and photos as a guide.  You can be as creative as you like! 
 
4. Place your other piece of body (13”x10") on the front, right sides together. 
Stitch all around, leaving a 6" opening at the bottom for turning and stuffing. 
Trim the corners. 
 
5. Turn to right side. Fill with toy filling (CE or BS number label), sew bottom 
seam and finish off. 
 
PLEASE DON’T STUFF WITH ANY OTHER TYPE OF MATERIALS, AS KNIT-
FOR-NOWT CAN’T THEN GIVE THEM OUT FOR CHILDREN! 

Please now have a final check that all pins have been removed – it sounds 
obvious, but it’s amazing how it can happen quite often!! 

6. Send to Knit-for-Nowt! 
 

                           

 

 


